
DRIVE THE ALL NEW
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Ready to reinvent the game

The all new Sportage has been completely redesigned.  
Fluid curves flow harmoniously into striking angles to create  
the next evolution of New Zealand’s most popular Kia. With  
an imposing appearance, a rock solid stance and the torque  
to take you wherever the journey leads you, the impressive  
2016 Sportage is here to make a statement.

All information and illustrations are based on data available at the time of publication and 
are subject to change without notice. Contact your local dealer for current information.
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Now you can go further thanks to enhanced fuel efficiency while 

reveling in the delight of greater control of your driving experience, 
regardless of road or weather conditions.
 

Nu 2.0 MPI gasoline engine
Max. power 114 kW @ 6,200 rpm 
Max. torque 192 Nm @ 4,000 rpm

 

Theta 2.4 GDI gasoline engine
Max. power 135 kW @ 6,000 rpm 
Max. torque 237 Nm @ 4,000 rpm

R 2.0 (high output) diesel engine
Max. power 136 kW @ 4,000 rpm 
Max. torque 400 Nm @ 1,750~2,750 rpm

Extensive use of advanced high strength steel combined with an 

extremely well reinforced chassis design and the trusted hot-stamping 
process has created the safest and quietest Sportage yet.
 

Advanced high strength steel
Built using 51% high strength steel, the Sportage is even stronger 
and lighter with benefits that include better handling and improved 
fuel efficiency. Hot-stamped components in 14 core stress areas 
help provide maximum crash protection, better driving dynamics, 
and a quieter ride.

 

Advanced adhesives
We’ve applied a best-in-class 103 metres of structural adhesive to 
enhance vehicle body strength while minimising noise and vibration 
for a smoother ride.

Six airbags 
Airbags placed strategically throughout the interior offer protection 
for you and your passengers in the event of a collision.

Because strength and safety 
go hand in hand

Enjoy even more power 
and enhanced performance

Dynamax
The automatically engaging AWD system senses road conditions, 
wheel speed and acceleration, then applies the right amount of torque 
to the front and rear wheels for optimum road grip (AWD models 
only). Rest assured knowing that you can always tackle any kind 
of road or weather condition.

Automatic transmission
This six-speed unit features auto shift lock to prevent any unintended 
acceleration from happening.

Drive mode select
Enables you to select Normal, Eco or Sport  
mode to suit the way you wish to drive.

Suspension
The design and geometry of the Sportage’s improved  
suspension offers even more stable handling at high speeds  
for your safety and enhanced driving comfort.

Advanced Traction Cornering Control
Monitors and analyses road conditions, making sure the right 
amount of torque is focused on the wheel with the most grip 
to counteract over or understeer.

Vehicle stability management
This technology helps you to keep stable and safe when 
simultaneously braking and cornering, especially on wet,  
slippery or rough roads.

Hill-start Assist Control
Prevents you from rolling backwards when pulling away  
from a stop on an incline.
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City driving has 
never been so cool

Sportage is the new king of the urban jungle with more than enough 
power to safely and smoothly navigate city roads along with a perfect 
combination of contemporary style and sporty appeal.
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Technology to assist 
the drive

Blind Spot Detection with 
Lane Change Assist
Sensors monitor the side and rear for 
vehicles in or approaching your blind spots.  
Visual alerts are provided on the outside 
mirrors and cluster while an audio alert is 
sounded when necessary. For added safety, 
the Lane Change Assist system activates  
an alert when a vehicle approaches from 
behind.

Rear Cross Traffic Alert
When backing out of a parking space, 
a sensor detects and alerts you to vehicles 
approaching from the left or right.

Forward Collision Warning System
To help keep you at a safe driving distance 
from the vehicle in front, select a distance 
you would like to maintain and an alarm 
sounds if it estimates that you are too close.

Lane Departure Warning System 
The system detects the lane using the 
onboard camera. A visual cue and warning 
sound will alert the driver when the vehicle 
begins to drift outside of its lane, without  
the driver using the indicator.

Autonomous Emergency Braking
Using radar and camera data, the Sportage 
senses the potential for a collision with a 
pedestrian, car, or object ahead and applies 
emergency braking to avoid or reduce the 
effects of a collision. 

High Beam Assist
The onboard camera detects both oncoming 
vehicles and vehicles ahead, switching the 
headlamps to low beam if required to reduce 
the blinding effects on other drivers. High 
beam is then switched back on once the  
road is clear.
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Settle in for the journey

Wireless smartphone 
charger*

Easily charge a compatible 
smartphone while you’re on 
the go using the wireless 
charging pad at the front 
of the centre console.

Smart key with push 
button start
With the smart key in your 
pocket or bag, you can 
conveniently unlock or lock the 
Sportage with the simple press 
of a button on the door handle, 
and start or stop the engine 
with push button start.

Six speaker sound system
Enjoy clearer, crisper music that 
fills the interior of your Sportage, 
while Bluetooth hands-free lets 
you stream music and talk on the 
phone without taking your hands 
from the wheel.

Satellite navigation
The Kia navigation system is the 
quintessential travel companion 
combining navigation, trip 
information and a digital 
entertainment feature making 
even the shortest trips easier 
and more enjoyable.

Dual-zone climate control
The dual-zone climate control 
allows the driver and front 
passenger to adjust their own 
personal temperature settings, 
while the system automatically 
maintains the desired climate. 

Power adjustable  
front seats
Find your ultimate driving 
position with eight-way power 
adjustable front seats, plus  
two-way lumbar support for  
the driver.

Heated and ventilated 
front seats
Three-stage heated seats 
ensure that both the driver and 
front seat passenger are snug 
and warm even on the coldest 
days. The seats also feature 
the additional benefit of a 
three-stage ventilation system 
to provide different levels of 
comfort during the summer.

Reversing camera
This intuitive system combines 
audio and a wide-angle image 
from a camera at the rear of 
the vehicle to give you a 
comprehensive view of the 
space behind the Sportage while 
parking. Reversing guidelines 
are linked to the steering to help 
you navigate into tight spaces.

*A compatible mobile device or accessory 
is required.
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We all want to stand out and be seen as different from the crowd. 
With a timeless design, sleek appearance and bold lines the 
revolutionary all new Sportage is an SUV you can be more  
than proud to drive.

Eye-catching lines 
that draw admiring glances
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Attention to detail for a  
more satisfying experience

Roof rails
The integrated roof rails are designed to fit 
most roof racks providing extra luggage 
storage so you can easily carry your  
oversize equipment.

Aerodynamic improvements
A state-of-the-art air curtain improves the 
flow of air around the front of the vehicle 
and reduces wind noise to provide a more 
enjoyable driving experience. The rear spoiler 
side garnish minimises the drag for improved 
fuel efficiency.

Smart welcome system
Approach your vehicle with the smart key 
and the Sportage springs into life once you’re 
comfortably within range. Welcome lights 
turn on and the outside mirrors unfold into 
position so that you’re ready to be on the 
move again.

Headlamps with tri-sector  
LED daytime running lights
Striking headlamps with LED daytime 
running lights provide sharp illumination at 
night and added driving safety during the day.

LED rear combination lamps 
Built into the contours of the bodywork,  
the multi-coloured rear combination lamps 
are designed to compliment the flowing  
lines of the Sportage.

Privacy glass
Darkened privacy glass on the rear and back 
windows protects your possessions from 
prying eyes and direct sunlight. 
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Step up to a whole new level

Panoramic sunroof
The expanded panoramic 
sunroof opens up to the skies 
like never before to make your 
ride even more exhilarating.

High-gloss radiator grille
An eye-catching mesh design 
gives the GT Line another 
point of difference.

Premium satin chrome finish
This semi-reflective finish is a big 
shift from traditional mirror 
chrome, adding to the GT Line’s 
impact on the road.

Striking quad LED fog lamps
Exclusive to the GT Line, the LED 
ice-cube fog lamps are designed to 
be dynamic and edgy, really amping 
up its presence on the road.

Sporty front and rear 
skid plates
Designed to be noticed, these 
underline the powerful sporty 
impact of the GT Line.

Dual exhaust tailpipes
Dramatic and designed to 
give impact, these exhaust 
pipes exude power and 
sophistication.

D-shaped steering wheel 
with paddle shifters
GT Line detailing and fingertip 
control gear changes give you 
that extra feeling of power and 
control.

Black high-gloss finish 
and aluminium pedals
Subtle and understated, these 
touches add to the GT Line’s 
X-factor.

Two-tone leather
The distinguishing combination of the  
two–tone leather and diamond shaped 
perforations gives the GT Line interior 
a real sense of unique style.

Black headlining
Surround yourself with sleek 
tailoring throughout the cabin.

19" Alloy wheels
Distinctive and limited only  
to the Sportage GT Line.

Bi-Xenon HID headlights with 
washer and auto-levelling
These powerful lights give better 
visibility by creating more light.

The GT Line introduces the Kia Sportage to a whole new level of prestige and style.

Turning heads with its sophisticated attitude and powerful onroad presence, the 

GT Line is packed with stunning features inside and out. Every exclusive detail 

compliments the GT Line’s signature sporty appearance, giving you that boost of 

confidence knowing you have it all.
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Body colours

Wheels

Snow White Pearl 
LTD and GT Line

Patina Gold

Mineral Silver

Clear White 
LX and EX

Mercury BlueFiery Red

Cherry Black

17" Alloy wheel 
Steel LX finish

19" Alloy wheel 
Machine LTD finish

GT Line 19” Alloy wheel 
Machine GT finish

18" Alloy wheel 
Machine EX finish

Features that heighten  
the satisfaction

Smart power tailgate
To make life even easier when 
your hands are full, the tailgate 
automatically opens when the 
smart key is detected for  3 
seconds or more and closes  
with a push of a button.

Tailgate memory function
Your preferred opening height for 
the tailgate can be set and stored 
in memory. Just press and hold a 
button located under the tailgate 
when it’s at the desired height.

Auto Cruise Control
Set and maintain a 
constant speed, and 
simply step on the 
brake or accelerator 
when you want to 
disengage.

Parking sensors
Ultrasonic sensors on 
the front and rear 
bumpers detect 
objects or pedestrians 
and indicates your 
distance.

Electronic 
parking brake
Activate the parking 
brake simply by lifting 
the button.

Automatic 
vehicle hold
Holds the Sportage  
at a standstill without 
having to keep your 
foot on the brake.

Rear power outlet
Rear passengers can 
charge their electrical 
devices via the USB 
and 12V outlets 
mounted at the back 
of the centre console.
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Specifications, equipment and colours shown in this brochure are subject to change without notice or obligation.

* Fuel consumption figures shown are from standard Australia Design Rules tests and are stated for the purpose of comparison. 
Actual results achieved will differ according to operating conditions and driving style.

** Not all handsets may be compatible.

2.0 LX Petrol 
2WD

2.0 EX Petrol  
2WD

2.0 LTD Petrol  
2WD

2.4 EX Petrol  
AWD

2.4 LTD Petrol  
AWD

2.4 GT Line Petrol 
AWD

2.0 EX Diesel 
AWD

2.0 GT Line Diesel 
AWD

Privacy glass X X X X X X X

Satin Chrome (beltline, side-sill & rear) X X

Deluxe skid plate (front/rear) X X

Dual exhaust tailpipes X X

Rear spoiler + LED brake light X X X X X X X X

Roof rails (max. 100kg) X X X X X X X X

INTERIOR FEATURES

Seating configuration 5 seats

Interior trim Cloth Leather Leather  
(Two-tone Grey) Leather Leather  

(Two-tone Grey)

Leather steering wheel and gearshift knob X X X X X X X X

Height adjustable driver’s seat X X X X X X X X

Height adjustable front passenger’s seat X X X X

Electric driver’s seat 10-way 10-way 10-way 10-way

Electric front passenger’s seat 8-way 8-way 8-way 8-way

Electric lumbar support driver’s seat 2-way

Ventilated front seats (High/med/low) X X

Heated front seats (High/med/low) X X X X

60:40 split folding rear seat X X X X X X X X

Aluminium sports pedals X X

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

7” Colour LCD touch screen smart display,  
Radio + MP3 + Rear view camera and  
6 speaker stereo system

X X X X X X X X

Satellite navigation + Live traffic 
congestion avoidance (SUNA) X X X X

Bluetooth streaming hands-free** X X X X X X X X

Shark fin antenna X X X X X X X X

Aux input & multi USB capability 2 x USB connectors + 3 x 12v power supplies

Steering wheel mounted audio controls X X X X X X X X

Steering wheel mounted cruise controls X X X X X X X X

D-shaped steering wheel + paddle shifters X X

Air conditioning Manual Dual-zone climate with clean air module

Auto defog X X X X X X X

Wireless smartphone charger** X X

Remote central locking X X X X X X X X

Proximity key with engine start/stop button X X X X

Outside rear-view mirror (heated & folding) X X X X X X X X

Auto light control X X X X X X X X

Auto welcome lighting X X X X

Auto door lock system X X X X X X X X

Rain sensing front wipers X X X X X X X

Instrument cluster 3.5” mono TFT-LCD Supervision colour TFT-LCD 4.2”

Multifunction trip computer 
with user settings X X X X X X X X

Luggage net X X X X X X X

Deluxe door scuff plates X X

Height adjustable headrests (all seats) 2-way (up/down)

Panoramic sunroof X X

Smart (hands-free) power tailgate X X X X

DIMENSIONS

Overall length  4,480mm

Overall width  1,855mm

Overall height 1,645mm

Wheelbase  2,670mm

Minimum ground clearance 172mm

Kerb weight minimum/maximum 1,499/1,606kg 1,590/1,716kg

Cargo capacity (VDA 1st/2nd row) 1,455/466 litres

Towing capacity – unbraked 750kg

Towing capacity – braked 1,600kg 1,500kg 1,900kg

Fuel tank capacity 62L

2.0 LX Petrol 
2WD

2.0 EX Petrol  
2WD

2.0 LTD Petrol  
2WD

2.4 EX Petrol  
AWD

2.4 LTD Petrol  
AWD

2.4 GT Line Petrol 
AWD

2.0 EX Diesel 
AWD

2.0 GT Line Diesel 
AWD

Engine type 2.0L MPI D-CVVT 2.4L GDI D-CVVT 2.0L CRDi Diesel

Displacement (cc) 1,999cc 2,359cc 1,995cc

Compression ratio 10.3:1 11.3:1 16:1

Maximum power 114kW @ 6,200rpm 135kW @ 6,000rpm 136kW @ 4,000rpm

Maximum torque 192Nm @ 4,000rpm 237Nm @ 4,000rpm 400Nm @ 1,750~2,750rpm

Fuel economy (combined cycle)* 7.9L/100km 7.9L/100km 8.2L/100km 8.5L/100km 8.5L/100km 8.5L/100km 6.4L/100km 6.8L/100km

CO2 emissions (g/km)* 182 182 190 199 199 199 169 178

TRANSMISSION

Gearbox 6 speed automatic with sequential sport shift

Drivetrain options Front wheel drive All wheel drive

Hill-start assist (HAC) X X X X X X X X

SUSPENSION

Front suspension MacPherson strut

Rear suspension Multi-link

WHEELS

Tyres/ Wheels 225/60 R17 225/55 R18 245/45 R19 225/55 R18 245/45 R19 245/45 R19 225/55 R18 245/45 R19

Braking system Ventilated 305mm front discs, solid 302mm rear discs with ABS, ESC, HAC and DBC

Spare Wheel Type Full size alloy

STEERING

Steering system Motor driven power steering (MDPS)

Minimum turning radius (m) 5.3

Steering wheel adjustment Tilt and telescopic

SAFETY FEATURES

Safety Rating As of January 2016: Euro NCAP 5 Stars (yet to be ANCAP tested)

ABS with Vehicle Stability Management X X X X X X X X

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) X X X X

Electric Park Brake (EPB) + Auto vehicle hold X X X X

Dual front and side airbags X X X X X X X X

Dual side curtains airbags (full length) X X X X X X X X

Front seat pretensions/load limiters X X X X X X X X

Seatbelt reminder for all seats X X X X X X X X

Impact sensing auto door unlock X X X X X X X X

Child safety rear door locks X X X X X X X X

ISO fix child seat anchors (2) X X X X X X X X

All seats ELR 3-point diagonal seatbelts X X X X X X X X

Engine immobiliser X X X X X X X X

Remote keyless entry with alarm X X X X X X X X

Parking sensors (front & rear) Rear only X X X X X X X

Reverse camera + Dynamic guidelines X X X X X X X X

Electrochromic rear view mirror X X X X X X X X

Tyre Pressure Monitoring (Individual) X X X X X X X

Blind Spot Detection (BSD) X X X X X X X

Lane Change Assist (LCA) X X X X X X X

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) X X X X X X X

Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS) X X X X

Forward Collision Warning System (FCWS) X X X X

High Beam Assist (HBA) X X X X

EXTERIOR FEATURES

Front headlight Halogen Bi-Xenon HID  
with washer Halogen Bi-Xenon HID  

with washer

LED side indicators X X X X X X X X

LED daytime running lights (Tri-sector) X X X X X X X

LED rear tail lights X X X X X X X

Front fog lights X X X X X Quad Ice-cube LED X Quad Ice-cube LED

Front and rear mud guards X X X X X X X X

MECHANICAL

EXTERIOR FEATURES CONTINUED

Specifications
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The stats

MILLION Kia vehicles  
were sold in 2014.

manufacturing and 
assembly operations  
in five countries.

South Korea

Slovakia

Vietnam

United States

China

countries sell and service our 
vehicles through a network of 
distributors and dealers.

dedicated employees 
worldwide.

BILLION (US$)* 
of annual revenue 
*2014 sales figures.

2.9
10

180
50,000

43

A brief history

Keep your eyes on Kia 
because the best is yet to come.

1944
Founding of the company.

1957
The first domestic  
bicycle produced.

1953
First Kia brand mark  

designed and applied to the 
3000 series bicycle.

1962, '63, '67 & '69
Kia trucks roll out.

1986
New brand mark designed.

1994
New brand mark was developed to 

commemorate Kia’s 50-year anniversary.

2004
New brand mark, signaling Kia's 
new global brand strategy.

1973
Production of Kia petrol 
engines started.

1980-'89
Vans and cars roll out.

2011
Kia wins four design awards 
in Automotive Brand Contest.

2005
Accumulated exports reached 5 million 

units. Kia becomes New Zealand’s 
fastest growing car brand.

2014
Kia sells its 30 millionth vehicle globally.2015

The Sportage is ranked number one in 
the small SUV category in the 2015 JD 

Power Vehicle Dependability Study.

2016
Sportage 4th generation launches 
in New Zealand.

2013
Kia Cerato is named the NZ Herald, 

Driven small car of the year.

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Beyond
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If you and your new Kia were unfortunately involved in 
an incident or crash that requires body repairs to your 
vehicle, Kia Incident Care is here to help you, and is free 
for the first five years. 

ISO 14064-1:2006 • certifi ed organisation

INCIDENT CARE

Fuel Economy

Blind Spot Detection

Eco-conscious

7 Seats

(UP TO 100,000KMS) 

Roadside
Assist

Warranty
Programme5 YEAR

5 YEAR

A N C A P Safety

4 Wheel Drive
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Sponsorship

Major Sponsor

Australian Open
Kia has been the major sponsor of the Australian Open every year since 2002, when Thomas 
Johansson and Jennifer Capriati were crowned champions. And with our new agreement through 
to 2018, we’re set to become the longest running major sponsor in the event’s history. Every year 
we supply Tennis Australia with more than 100 Kia cars to ensurethe memorable and comfortable 
participation of the world's top tennis players, VIPs, officials and media.

Halberg Disability Sport Foundation
At Kia we’re committed to supporting worthy causes in our local community, including the Halberg 
Disability Sport Foundation.

Started by Olympic champion Sir Murray Halberg (ONZ) in 1963, the foundation aims to enhance 
the lives of physically disabled people, their families and communities, by enabling them to 
participate in sport. CEO Geoff Burgess says the Kia fleet plays an important role in enabling the 
foundation to move around the community and further its aims. “It‘s been an excellent 
partnership, especially at our grassroots level (in terms of) linking physically disabled young 
people to sporting opportunities.” 

NRL Auckland Nines
Kia is proud to be an official partner of the NRL Auckland Nines, as well as the official vehicle and 
automotive partner for the tournament. The NRL Auckland Nines event sits well with Kia’s values, 
including its commitment in the creation of modern, high quality vehicles and the brand’s youthful 
and dynamic values. The Auckland Nines are a perfect partner for Kia, helping to elevate the brand 
on a national level. It’s all about the fans, we’re a nation of sports fans and this tournament 
represents something fresh and thrilling with ‘The Power to Surprise’. It breaks the mould and 
offers a unique experience that no other tournament can provide, just like our vehicles.

FIFA World Cup
Kia Motors Corporation, in conjunction with its parent company, has extended its agreement 
with the world football governing body, FIFA. Kia now has an unprecedented long-term 
commitment for sponsoring the FIFA World Cup™ in 2018 and 2022 as Automotive Official Partner.

Part of this sponsorship is to supply senior FIFA officials with Kia vehicles to ensure a smooth 
running and enjoyable tournament, for players, officials and fans alike.
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